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Infant Exposure and the Rhetoric of Cannibalism, Incest, and Martyrdom in the Early Church 

 

 In the late summer of the waning years of the second century, Tertullian wrote a 

majestic and, at times, snide Apology for Christianity.1 Nestled among the many rhetorically 

sophisticated arguments is a defense against the charges of cannibalism and incest. In asking 

that the accusations rise above the status of mere rumors he states, “it ought … to be wrung 

out of us (whenever that false charge is made) how many murdered babies each of us has 

tasted, how many acts of incest he had done in the dark, what cooks there—yes, and what 

dogs. Oh! The glory of that magistrate who had brought to light some Christian who had 

eaten up to date a hundred babies!” (Apol. 2.5).2 In an extended discussion later in the treatise 

he enquires about the logistics of planning such elaborate and deceitful rituals without the 

knowledge of the initiates (Apol 8); sarcastically noting, for example, that it would be 

impossible to admit catechumens who did not have mothers and sisters with whom to commit 

incest.3 While Tertullian interrogates many of the practicalities assumed by the accusations–

who is cooking the children? How are the infants so compliant in their own ritual murder? – 

he never interrogates the issue that, to modern ears, might seem to be a clear problem: where 

are Christians getting these children?  

 For ancient audiences this was not a difficult question to answer. Infant exposure was 

a reality in the ancient world and, if ancient literature is to be believed, there was a ready 

supply of unwanted children to be found on quiet hillsides, dunghills, or even the sewers. An 

ancient reader could easily imagine where the Christians had acquired a steady supply of 

infants for ritual consumption. This paper proposes that the practices of infant exposure can 

inform our understanding not only of early Christian apologies that deal with cannibalism and 

incest, but also the presentation of early Christian martyrs and the logic of post-mortem 

punishment in later apocalyptic literature. Through an examination of the related discourses 
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of incest, cannibalism, and infant exposure in selected apologies, martyrdom accounts, and 

apocalyptic texts we will see that the social concerns that enveloped exposure shed light on 

the larger quite disparate Christian conversation surrounding cannibalism and incest.  

Most scholarship on infant exposure in the writings of the apologists has approached 

this subject from the broader question of Christian objections to the broader modern category 

of ‘baby-killing’ (abortion, infanticide, and infant exposure) and changing attitudes to 

children in general.4 This paper asks not ‘why do Christians object to infant exposure?’ but 

rather, ‘what does infant exposure have to do with cannibalism and incest’? It will argue that 

by linking aberrant practices like incest to socially acceptable practices like infant exposure 

Christians were able both to rebut the accusations made against them and to claim the moral 

high ground. As we will see, the recategorization of exposure as murder in turn affects 

discussions about the punishment of sinners in apocalyptic tours of hell. The rhetorical 

effects of this new classification scheme are felt even in modern scholarship. In the 

controversial academic conversation about whether or not ancient Romans cared for their 

children, some modern classicists have worried that infant exposure serves as evidence that 

they did not because they assume that exposure is a form of murder.5  

Before proceeding to an examination of the rhetorical function of infant exposure in 

early Christian writers we must first review the charges of cannibalism and incest lodged 

against early Christians, the way that these accusations are accounted for, and how Christians 

responded to the charges. 

  

Accusations against Christians  

 From the early second century onwards, Christians were accused of consuming 

human flesh and engaging in incestuous unions during their meetings.6 There is ample 

evidence to suggest that rumblings of illicit sexual activity and man-eating surfaced in Asia 
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Minor, Rome, Gaul, and Egypt during the second century CE. The geographical span of these 

accusations is not evidence that they are accurate but rather an example of “labelling” by 

which the rejection of outsiders is affirmed by linking them to “barbaric” practices.7 Tacitus 

accuses Christians only indirectly of flagitiae (Ann 15.44) and Pliny, too, alludes to certain 

“crimes” that Christians were accused of engaging in during meals but concludes that they 

“take food of an ordinary, harmless kind” (Ep. 10.96). The idea that meals could be a context 

in which immorality flourished was well established among Roman moralists. Ritualistic 

meals, especially those organized and attended by the social elites, always occupied a 

precarious space between socially important displays of power and morally corrosive 

displays of luxury, such that attendance at banquets was always a potential occasion for 

personal moral corruption. We need only look to the rumors about Caligula and his sisters for 

evidence that debauchery and luxury could lead to incest during banquets.8 

Most of our evidence for the accusations against Christians comes from the writing of 

the apologists that sought to rebut them.9 The earliest explicit reference to Christians eating 

flesh and engaging in sexual immorality appears in the writings of Justin Martyr (1 Apol. 26; 

2 Apol. 12).10 In Justin we hear for the first time that a lamp is upset, promiscuity ensues, and 

human flesh is consumed (1 Apol. 26; Dial. 10).11 Only his discussion in 2 Apol. 12 pointedly 

refers to the drinking of blood as well as the consumption of human flesh.12 Justin’s probable 

student, Tatian, offers a similarly straightforward version of the accusation. His rebuttal 

refers to Greek mythology in which Pelops is served to the Gods to test their omniscience and 

Kronos eats his young.13 Writing around 177 CE, Athenagoras expands the mythological 

vocabulary of conversation with reference to “Thyestian feasts [and] Oedipal couplings” as 

well as the broader charge of “atheism” (Leg. 3).14 The same mythological references appear 

in the roughly contemporaneous Letter of the Churches of Lyon and Vienne (Eusebius, 

Church History 5.1-3), in which the martyrs are also accused by their non-Christian 
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household slaves of “Thyestean banquets and Oedipodean intercourse” (5.1.14). Only a few 

years later, Theophilus of Antioch writes that many people believed “that the wives of all of 

us are held in common and made promiscuous use of; and that we even commit incest with 

our sisters.” 15 Christians are also, he writes, accused of eating “human flesh.” (Ad Autol. 

3.4). 

Lucian, Clement of Alexandria, and Origen also bear witness to the geographically 

wide circulation of these rumors.16 Origen, like Justin, refers to the accusations about 

extinguished lights and sexual promiscuity although, interestingly, he does not attribute these 

accusations to Celsus himself.17 The Epistle to Diognetus only opaquely gestures to the 

charges when it writes that Christians “share meals but not their partners” (Diogn. 5.7).  

The accusations are most fully developed in the rebuttals of Tertullian and Minucius 

Felix.18 According to Minucius, Christians tricked initiates into murdering an infant who had 

been concealed in flour: 19 

An infant cased in dough, to deceive the unsuspecting, is placed before the person to 

be initiated. The novice is thereupon induced to inflict what seem to be harmless 

blows upon the dough, and unintentionally the infant is killed by his unsuspecting 

blows; the blood—oh horrible—they lap up greedily; the limbs they tear to pieces 

eagerly; and over the victim they make league and covenant, and by complicity in 

guilt pledge themselves to mutual silence…20  

Minucius’ description of incest takes its point of departure from the ‘overturned lampstand’ 

described by Justin Martyr. In his version, following a banquet that featured much “feasting 

and drinking” the group began to burn with “incestuous passions.” The Christians would 

provoke a dog tied to the lampstand so that the light would be extinguished. Then “in the 

shameless dark with unspeakable lust they copulate in random unions, all being equally 

guilty of incest, some by deed, but everyone by complicity” (Oct. 9.6).23 Tertullian’s version 
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follows the same structure, the unnatural banquet of “sacramental baby-killing” and 

cannibalism provokes sexual desire and incest (Apol. 7.1). 

 

Cannibalism and Incest in the Greco-Roman World 

For some it has been tempting to imagine that the basis for the accusations against 

Christians are misunderstandings about the language utilized in early Christian rituals. The 

terms “brother” and “sister,” references to the kiss of the peace, and the “flesh and blood” 

symbolism of the eucharist and scriptural passages like John 6:50-58 could further the idea 

that Christians were engaging in incest and cannibalism.24 While such explanations make 

sense in a Christian context they cannot explain the frequency with which the same 

accusations were levied against other groups in antiquity.25 

Rhetorically speaking, accusations of cannibalism were a feature of invective that 

charged one’s opponents of tyranny and factionalism.26 Though cannibalism was known to 

occur as a matter of necessity in moments of extreme need, such as during a siege, as a 

general practice it was a taboo associated with ‘barbarians’ and outsiders.27 The association 

of cannibalism with marginal religious groups pre-dates Christianity and served to provide a 

justification for the group’s liminal status and social ostracization.28  

In his work on cannibalism in Greco-Roman literature and culture, Andrew 

McGowan identified a series of ‘types’ of cannibals, many of which are cited in early 

Christian apologetic texts.29 The mythological cannibals like Thyestes and Kronos;30 the 

philosophical cannibals who argued for the occasional permissibility of cannibalism; the 

“exotic cannibals” like the Scythians;31 and the “political cannibals” – those within the 

community who transgressed social norms.32 In the same way, charges of incest swirled 

around legendary figures like Oedpius; sullied the reputations of kings and emperors;33 and 

exoticized foreign peoples.34 Some of this mythology slipped into Christian romance novels. 
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Both the Martyrdom of Matthew and the Acts of Andrew and Matthias adopt the same 

rhetorical formulae and depict the liminal spaces of the empire as the domain of cannibals.35 

And many of the mythological cannibals make cameos in the writings of the apologists. 

By the fourth and fifth centuries Montanists were regularly being accused of 

cannibalism by orthodox heresiologists, but as early as the second century Irenaeus was 

accusing the Carpocratians of “every kind of impious and godless deed” and also of 

slandering Christians in general. 36 Eusebius would develop this line of explanation further, 

writing that “it was therefore in this way that it happened that an impious and very wicked 

suspicion concerning us became widely spread among the unbelievers of that time, that we 

enjoyed unlawful intercourse with mothers and sisters and ate unholy food.”37 Later Christian 

writers like Cyril of Alexandria would take the argument further, insisting not only that 

heretics participated in cannibalism and incest, but also that it was the heretics that were 

responsible for the rumors about the ‘true’ Christians.38 

 

Christian Self-Defense 

In this way, therefore, accusations of cannibalism and incest were hardly unique to 

Christianity. They were a means by which groups could be rhetorically dehumanized and cast 

out of the civilized world. In responding to the complaints against them, many of the 

apologists appeal to Greco-Roman mythology, history, and ethnography as evidence that if 

charges of cannibalism and incest are to be sought out and prosecuted, there are more 

egregious examples close at hand. Tatian refers to Pelops and Kronos (Orat. 25) Theophilus 

lists a pantheon of cannibals that mentions Thyestes and Tereus (Autol. 15), but also looks to 

philosophers (Zeno, Diogenes, and Cleanthes), stories of the residents of India, and the 

Persian general Harpagus.39 To these, Tertullian and Minucius Felix add the practice of infant 

sacrifice in their own region, observing that it took place as recently as the reign of Tiberius; 
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the legends of Gallic human sacrifice; examples from Egypt and Pontus; and some Roman 

examples involving the Catillinarian conspiracy, worship of Jupiter Latiaris, medical cures 

for epilepsy, and funerary practice (Oct. 30).40 Doubtless the inclusion of these latter Roman 

examples would have given their audiences some cause for concern. 

In keeping with the nature of their task, many of the apologists supply us with 

explanations as to why it is that Christians could not have participated in such rituals. It is 

here that, quite unpredictably, infant exposure makes its appearance. The cornerstone of the 

apologetic argument is the moral superiority of Christians, who do not practice infant 

exposure. In contrast to the Romans who regularly engaged in the abandonment of infants, 

Justin Martyr, Tertullian, and Minucius Felix all claim that Christians neither kill children 

while they are in the womb, nor practice infant exposure.41 The socially accepted (or at least 

tacitly endorsed) practice of infant exposure was here grouped with other forms of killing. 

Justin argues that Christians would not even be present at the public execution of criminals – 

which he calls human sacrifices – or expose their children, much less participate in ritual 

cannibalism (2 Apol 12.5). 

Utilizing the same logic, the apologists agree that it is not possible for those who 

practice sexual temperance and continence to engage in incest with their siblings and 

parents.42 Instead, their putative critics are directed to the plethora of mythological stories of 

incestuous deities as well as the legends of incestuous foreigners as immoral counterparts to 

the behaviour of Christians. The righteous indignation felt by early Christians about the 

hypocrisy of their critics is at times almost palpable. Athenagoras writes, with no small 

amount of exasperation, that “adulterers and pederasts reproach those who are (spiritual) 

eunuchs and those who have but one partner, while they live like fish, since these people too 

swallow up whoever runs into them, the stronger driving into the weaker” (Leg. 34.3).  
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 Though it is rarely treated as a resource for apologetic reasoning, the Letter of the 

Churches in Lyon and Vienne to the Church in Smyrna (Eusebius, Church History 5.1.1-

5.3.4, hereafter referred to as Lyon) makes a similar narratological argument about the 

relative morals of Christians and their accusers.43 In an early scene, the Christian martyr 

Biblis temporarily apostasizes while undergoing examination. Satan, the true author of her 

suffering, intends to induce more blasphemy through the implementation of additional 

tortures. “As if rousing herself from slumber,” the metaphorically awoken Biblis protests the 

statements of others about the supposed Christian proclivity for cannibalism. “How could 

those eat children who do not think it lawful to taste the blood even of irrational animals 

(ἀλόγων ζώων αἷμα)” (5.1.26).44 The reference to blood here may direct us to a particular 

culinary test: Tertullian mentions that blood sausages were used to test the resolve of 

Christians.45 Her statement, delivered under duress, is directly related to and contrasts with 

the words of the non-Christian household slaves who had accused their Christian masters of 

cannibalism and incest earlier in the letter (5.1.14). 

Biblis’ profession of innocence sets up a sharp contrast with later events in the 

narrative. Following an intense contest, the martyrs Alexander and Attalus are executed in the 

amphitheatre. As Attalus is burned alive on an iron seat a “sacrificial aroma rose from his 

body” (ἀπὸ τοῦ σωματίου κνίσσα ἀνεφέρετο), The scent of sacrifice illustrates the barbarism 

of those participating in the deaths of the martyrs – whether as audience members or 

executioners – but it also gestures back to earlier conversation about cannibalism. Attalus 

explicitly identifies the quasi-sacrificial scene as cannibalism, saying: “Look what you are 

doing is cannibalism (Ἰδοὺ τοῦτό ἐστιν ἀνθρώπους ἐσθίειν)! We Christians are not cannibals 

nor do we perform any other sinful act” (5.1.52).46 The contrast implicitly pits the 

innocent/Christian/martyrs against the cannibal/pagan/persecutors and condemns the latter 
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not only for the crime of cannibalism, but also that of hypocrisy.47 In doing so the account 

reflects an emerging literary topos in which persecutors are equated with cannibals. 

The underlying argument focuses not only on a denial of the charges that is grounded 

in Christian moral superiority, but also in a critique of the moral status of Roman society. It is 

not the Christians, but rather the Romans themselves who engaged in the barbaric practices of 

cannibalism and incest. What is striking is the manner in which many Christian writers 

incorporate the comparatively unremarkable practices of infant exposure into the list of pagan 

crimes. In order to appreciate the force of the rhetorical effect of this move it is first 

necessary to reach behind early Christian constructions of exposure and explore briefly the 

construction and prevalence of exposure in the Roman world. 

 

Infant Exposure 

 Infant exposure was commonplace in the ancient world among both the ancient 

Greeks and Romans.48 While child exposure had its opponents – for example, among Stoic 

and Jewish writers, the majority of Greeks and Romans seem to have acknowledged and 

accepted the general practice.49 Those who were critical of exposure often appealed to the 

health and wellbeing of the state; moral principles; and the state’s interest in increasing the 

size of families. While many Christian authors deliberately and strategically conflate 

abortion, infanticide, and infant exposure, and rhetorically bind these practices to the socially 

abhorrent practice of human sacrifice, this classification scheme would not have been 

familiar to most ancient Greeks and Romans.50 One imagines that an ancient Roman reader, 

however, would have recoiled at the suggestion that exposure and human sacrifice were 

ethically synonymous.51 Not least because, as we will see, the death of exposed infants was 

by no means a certainty.  
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 Legally speaking, the Twelve Tables permitted a father to expose daughters or any 

male child deemed disabled or weak.52 Infants, therefore, might easily have been exposed at 

the instructions of the paterfamilias, but children born without the legal protection of a father 

(those born after death or divorce as well as those born outside of marriage) were likely the 

most vulnerable.53 Menander’s Epitrepontes recounts how a man named Charisios spurns his 

wife, Pamphile, when she gives birth to a child a mere five months into their marriage. The 

child is exposed (line 245). Over the course of the play we learn that Pamphile was raped at 

the Tauropolia festival and that, by chance, Charisios was her rapist (though neither recalled 

one another’s identity). The three are reunited as a family. The story is typical of  New 

Comedy, which presents children born as the result of rape as likely candidates for exposure 

but there is a general silence about the existence of children born as a consequence of 

seduction.54 According to Suetonius the future emperor Claudius had a daughter exposed 

because he believed she was not his own (Claud. 27). Somewhat ironically, Claudius is on 

the receiving end of insults about his own lineage in the Acta Isiodori et Lamponis: here the 

petty demagogue Isiodorus calls  him the “cast-off (i.e. exposed) son of the Jew Salome!”55 

But beyond imperial examples, Roman sources almost never mention the exposure of a child 

conceived as a consequence of adultery.56 There were good reasons to pass over the issue and 

we might compare the statements of Methodius that infants conceived in adultery and 

“appointed to death” would later testify against their parents on judgment day.57 The 

exposure of children born to widows or divorcées appears to have been quite common and 

was the subject of laws that gave men (or their families) the right to claim the child.58 

 Classical scholarship used to assume that any perceptibly disabled infant would have 

been exposed or killed shortly after birth.59 To an extent this is true but while visibly disabled 

infants were more likely to be exposed, recent work in this area has demonstrated that some 

children with impairments were raised.60 Aristotle recommended in his Politics that a law 
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should be passed prohibiting the rearing of disabled children, which might suggest that some 

impaired children were reared.61 Poverty, as well, was a common motivation for exposure as 

were moments of famine and food shortages.62 Slaves might also be forced to expose infants, 

especially if they were seen as a drain on the household or would interfere with their duties, 

as was the case with infants. But exposure was not only the domain of the socially 

disadvantaged and oppressed as wealthy families, too, exposed their children. Daughters 

were especially vulnerable, there is some evidence that wealthy families indiscriminately 

exposed infants born later in life in order to protect the inheritance of the older ones.63 Infant 

exposure and the ethical and practical concerns that it raised, therefore, were not only 

pertinent to the financially disadvantaged. Late antique Christian authors would reserve their 

strongest condemnation for the wealthy who exposed their children.64 

 Death from exhaustion, starvation, and the elements was a frequent result of exposure. 

Simultaneously, however, there was a clear expectation that infants may have been picked up 

by others, almost always for sale into the slave trade. The author of the Shepherd of Hermas 

identifies himself as a foundling raised to be a slave (1.1). Brunt’s classic study of slavery in 

ancient Italy hypothesizes that “a high proportion [of slaves] may have been foundlings, and 

have been sold, though illegally, by their parents.”65 If only metaphorically, Roman elites 

worried about the manner in which the slave system cannibalized high society.66 The 

knowledge that well-born Romans had been shuffled into slavery via infant exposure was the 

source of some anxiety to legislators like Pliny the Younger who worried about the legal 

status of freeborn children sold into slavery.67 The ubiquity of abandonment, which almost 

always took place at locations well known to slave traders, meant that infant exposure played 

a role in local economies and was a strategy employed in household management. Thus, 

while Christian objections to infant exposure have antecedents in the writings of Philo and 

Musonius Rufus, and certain peoples are known to have rejected the practice entirely; few 
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would have straightforwardly identified infant exposure as either murder or as a threat to the 

moral integrity of the Roman Empire. On the contrary, for Aristotle and Seneca, the exposure 

of certain kinds of children was in the best interests of society.  

The economic costs of child-rearing loom large in ancient discussions about 

reclaiming exposed and abandoned children who had been raised by others as one’s 

biological relatives.68 Much of the legal material pertaining to this question deals with 

whether or not those who wished to reclaim the child would be liable for the cost of rearing 

(alimentia).  In his correspondence with Pliny, Trajan decides that the family should not have 

to repay the costs of child-rearing but there is considerable conversation about whether this 

regulation (which by Pliny’s own admission, was novel) pertained to the entire empire or just 

Bithnyia.69 Both Quintillian and Pliny assume that “‘He who has acknowledged an expositus 

as his own child should receive him after the costs of rearing have been repaid.”70 Several 

third-century rescripts suggest that fathers or slave-owners can assert potestas over those they 

exposed but that they must compensate the rescuer for the costs or rearing. To a petition from 

224, the emperor Alexander Severus replies that “unless you have reclaimed [the exposed 

child] from a thief… you will restore anything expended in rearing him or, perhaps, for the 

purpose of his learning a trade.”71  

Here and elsewhere, the expense of raising children is clearly in view. Those costs, in 

the case of the expositi, would primarily have been the provision of a wet-nurse. Wet-nurse 

contracts from Egypt reveal that it was common to hire a wet nurse for exposed children but 

larger households may have used slave-women who had recently given birth.72 At least one 

papyrus, documenting the sale of a child in the late fourth-century in the Dakhleh Oasis 

records that the female slave was a foundling nourished with milk by the owner’s wife.73 

Nevertheless, hiring a wet-nurse was considerably cheaper than buying an adult slave 

especially as, “after a few years the child could offset the cost by running errands and doing 
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light chores, or be sold at a profit. Infant exposure is recognized as a source of the slave 

supply under the Empire, though it is impossible to know the proportion of expositi among 

the slave population.”74   

The financial potential of abandoned children persisted despite growing Christian 

opposition to the practice of exposure. Constantine's law of 331 explicitly gave rescuers the 

right to raise an expositus as either a slave or as the rescuer's own (and, thus, free) child.75 To 

be sure these new measures were intended to encourage rescue of the children and to 

discourage exposition but the rearing of children for the slave trade was not prohibited. In 

this context Christian Churches acted as intermediaries, especially in the reclamation of 

infants that had previously abandoned.76 The possibility of reclamation might have provided 

an incentive to parents to expose an infant that they were unable to rear in the knowledge that 

sometime later they might reclaim them.77 

 

 

Re-reading Responses to the Charges against the Christians  

The practicalities of infant exposure can help explain some of the logic of early 

Christian apologetics. A number of second century apologists, as already mentioned, state 

that Christians could not possibly be guilty of infanticide and cannibalism when they do not 

even permit infant exposure or abortion.78 Christians, we are told, are opposed to these 

practices.79 The logic of the argument, as is widely recognized, is that those who will not 

even allow more socially acceptable practices that might harm infants could not kill or eat 

them.80 Yet for ancient readers, perhaps there was an additional connection; exposed infants 

were the most likely source for Christian rituals involving infanticide and cannibalism. After 

all, exposed infants were not only the backbone of the slave trade, they also served as 

candidates for dissection at the hands of trainee doctors. Galen tells us that those who wished 
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to learn more about human anatomy dissected the bodies of exposed children.81 And magical 

texts suggest that newborn children or fetuses were sometimes used for ritual purposes.82 

That exposed infants were used in morally ambiguous medical and magical ritual 

performances only lends credibility to the unspoken assumption that the children purportedly 

used by Christians in these rituals were victims of exposure.83 For the apologists, defending 

themselves of these charges, this added an additional layer of irony to the accusations: how 

could people who refused even to expose infants be accused of then acquiring them for use in 

cannibalistic rituals? 

The connection between infant exposure and Christian apologetics may run deeper still. 

Even as Christian apologists labored to dispel rumors of immorality, they found that anxieties 

about cannibalism had begun to consume other areas of theological inquiry. As early as the 

third century, Tertullian and Athenagoras had engaged the hypothetical moral quandary that 

cannibalism posed to the mechanics of the resurrection. How would one parse the identity of 

a resurrected person who in life had been eaten by a lion and was subsequently ingested by 

human beings? Athenagoras is forced to argue that animals cannot convert human flesh into 

animal flesh as normal nutriment: only the food that can properly be called “food” “according 

to nature.” That which was “contrary to nature” would be expelled by the body, like fruit pips 

or corn kernels.84  Despite his best efforts, the concept was so outrageously repulsive that it 

disturbed many in his circle.85 Tertullian makes recourse to 1 Enoch 61.5 and the story of 

Jonag in order to explain that the animals who had consumed human bodies would be forced 

to vomit them up again intact.86 The chain consumption issue also appears in a whole host of 

early geographically disparate Christian writers: it is discussed by North Africans Tertullian 

and Augustine, is mentioned by the Roman writer Tatian, and referred to by the Alexandrian 

Origen.87 
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In general, scholarship on this subject has focused on the manner in which cannibalism 

might threaten the identity and integrity of the resurrected body.88 And, to be sure, it is this 

metaphysical issue that Athenagoras addresses when he explains the mechanics of digestion 

to his audience and reassures them that animals cannot simply digest any kind of matter, but 

only the food that can properly be called “food” “according to nature.”89 But the 

eschatological consequences of cannibalism seep into his defense of Christianity as well: he 

writes that those who anticipate the resurrection could not possibly allow their bodies to 

become tombs for those who would also rise on Judgment Day (Leg. 36). 

Simultaneously, there was a practical socio-economic reality underlying the potential risk 

of cannibalism. There were a variety of social activities in which a person might end up being 

consumed, or partially consumed, by a wild animal. The bodies of those who died as 

criminals were often fed to dogs; those who hunted animals for sport or for use in the games 

were engaged in risky work; war presented a number of logistical problems that might 

prevent the prompt burial of a corpse; and the same fate could befall anyone whose corpse 

laid undiscovered before burial. Criminals, including Christians, condemned ad bestias might 

easily have lost portions of their bodies to the animals they faced. Donald Kyle has 

speculated that the tokens distributed at games may well have assigned spectators a portion of 

the animals that died in the arena.90 Though the process by which arena meat was processed 

is somewhat uncertain, Christian authors insist that the Romans ate the wild beasts of the 

games. Tertullian writes, “[what of] those who dine on the flesh of wild animals from the 

arena, keen on the meat of boar or stag?...The bellies of the very bears are sought, full of raw 

and undigested human flesh” (Apol. 9.11).91 Several centuries later Arnobius explicitly 

charges those who attended beast shows in the arena as delighting in blood and 

dismemberment, grinding their teeth, and consuming portions of the beasts that had 

consumed humans (Ad. Nat. 2.39-43).92 
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Alongside those who died in the arena, those individuals most likely to be eaten by wild 

beasts and subsequently ingested by human beings, however, were those who were exposed 

in the wild as infants. Many exposed infants would have ended up not as slaves, but as food 

for wild animals. Pseudo-Phocylides assumes this to be the case when he writes “Do not let a 

woman destroy the unborn babe in her belly, nor after its birth throw it before the dogs and 

the vultures as a prey” (184–85).93 The mythological rearing of Romulus and Remus and the 

raising of children by birds, leopards, horses, dog, and bears is a literary feature that directs 

us to a much harsher reality.94 Many texts, including those by early Christian writers, 

mention that wild beasts ate the children that were exposed.95 Tertullian somewhat 

sarcastically remarks that it was better for Kronos to eat his children than that the wolves be 

allowed to reach them (Ad. Nat. 2.12.14).  

The added irony, then, for those writers who gave thought to the mechanics of chain 

consumption, was that if anyone was consuming human flesh by proxy it was not, as the 

author of Lyon would say, those who only ate kosher foods. The consumption of wild animals 

was a rare experience.96 In some cases eating the meat of more exotic animals was a sign of 

social status. Galen writes that the panther, which the Tosefta identified as a predator of 

exposed infants, was “openly shared … [and] even praised by some doctors” for its nutritious 

qualities.97 And, in discussing why people do not eat the spleen of animals he notes that those 

“who eat lions, lionesses, panthers, leopards, bears and wolves” do so “for pleasure” and not 

out of any necessity.98 As Garnsey remarks, Galen may have been averse to eating them “but 

then he belonged to a social and economic group which could choose to put them on the 

menu.”99 For anyone who had participated in the competitive world of upscale banqueting, 

there was the threat that they might have unwittingly made themselves cannibals. The most 

elevated of social exchanges might, ironically, have transgressed one of the greatest taboos. 
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Simultaneously, however, those who had received tokens at the games, consumed sausage, or 

been reduced to eating dogs in times of financial hardship faced the same scrutiny.100  

In a more direct way, infant exposure informs ancient Roman anxieties about incest. 

In his Apology, Tertullian warns his audience that the abandonment of infants was a threat to 

the moral integrity of the group. The risk was sexual impurity as parents might unwittingly 

commit incest with abandoned children in the future: “when you expose your infants to the 

mercy of others… do you forget, what an opportunity for incest is furnished, how wide a 

scope is opened for its accidental commission?”101 Justin made the same argument, writing 

that “almost all [exposed children] (not only the girls, but also the males are brought up to 

prostitution… And anyone who uses such persons, besides the godless and infamous 

intercourse, may possibly be having intercourse with his own child, or relative, or brother” (1 

Apol. 27.3).102 Minucius Felix jokes that respectable Romans abandon their children with 

such regularity that when they have recourse to prostitutes they unwittingly “weave a tale 

about incest.”103 In making these arguments Christian writers tug at the Roman horreur 

d’inceste. 104 Their propositions were hardly hypothetical, given that most infants were 

exposed close to home. The fear was cemented in cultural consciousness by Oedpius, whose 

tragic story began with his parents’ failed attempt to commit infanticide via exposure. The 

same risk seems implicit in Juvenal’s statement about the “secret comedy” brought about by 

the exposure of children (6.602-9).105 Just as the practice of exposing infants could threaten 

elites with the risk of unknowingly becoming cannibals, so too did it threaten them with the 

possible charge of incest. The relationship adds another thin layer to the apologetic rhetorical 

mille-feuille: it is not the Christians who are guilty of incest but rather those who expose their 

children and frequent brothels.  

 

Punishing those Guilty of Exposure  
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The relationship between infant exposure and cannibalism grows ever more explicit in 

apocalyptic texts that equate infant exposure and the betrayal of the martyrs with 

cannibalism. Even as the original accusations began to gather dust and Christian 

heresiologists expanded the scope of the charges of cannibalism to include heretics and 

schismatics some of the apocalypses started to group the punishments of persecutors, child-

killers, and cannibals. 

One version of the Greek Apocalypse of Mary describes a cluster of individuals 

“standing up to their neck” in fire as those who “ate the flesh of men.”106 When asked for 

greater specifics about their identity the Virgin is told that “These are they whosoever 

brought down their own children out of their wombs and cast them out as food for dogs, and 

whosoever gave up their brothers in the presence of kings and governors, these ate the flesh 

of man and for this cause they are thus chastised.”107 The association of cannibalism and 

martyrdom was, as already noted, part of the defense of Christianity implicit in the narrative 

of Lyon, but it is interesting to see infant exposure added to grouping.108 The alignment here 

is in part a rhetorical topos: the three sins are grouped together on the basis of severity. At the 

same time, however, there may be a shared logic underpinning their combination; both the 

bodies of the martyrs and (as is explicitly noted here) the bodies of exposed infants were 

sometimes consumed by animals. While dogs were not a common foodstuff, it was possible 

for them to enter the food chain and, thus, become a part of the human diet. Participation in 

the persecution of Christians and abandonment of infants, therefore, could easily be 

construed not only as murder, but also as facilitating cannibalism.109  

A precursor to this idea can be identified in the late 160s CE Egyptian text the 

Apocalypse of Peter, in which infant exposure informs the measure-for-measure punishment 

for abortion and infanticide.110 The women whose children had been aborted are described as 

seated in a place of excrement and filth where a lake of putrid matter had filled and covered 
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them up to their necks.111 Scatological punishments are commonplace in this genre, but the 

location may also gesture to sites of exposure in the ancient world. Juvenal writes speaks of 

“foul pools” (lacus spurcos), where women wishing to acquire a baby to pass off as their 

husband’s would go to acquire one (Sat. 6.602–3). In Egypt, a probable location for the 

composition of Apoc. Pet, dunghills were a place where infants were abandoned.112 A similar 

line of argument is proposed by Patrick Gray who suggests in passing that the wild beasts 

that gnaw on the breasts of women who expose their infants in Apoc. Pet. are a reference to 

animals that may have consumed the children when they were abandoned.113  

Alternatively, the breast-feeding wild animals could fall in line with an argument 

made by Clement of Alexandria that exposing children before they are weaned is especially 

cruel. Clement appeals to “humane law” and farming practices in which kids were not 

separated from their mothers until they no longer needed milk (Str. 2.18.92-9). The cruelty of 

exposing an unweaned infant compares to a passage in the Paedagogus in which Clement 

condemns wealthy women who “expose children that are born at home” only to raise birds 

and other animals (Paed. 3.4.30.2-3). Just as some philosophers criticized the wealthy for 

exposing infants as a matter of convenience, Clement’s critique takes aim at the luxurious 

decadence of the wealthy who choose pets over children. The wild beasts that suckle at the 

breasts of bad mothers in Apoc. Pet. might do double duty; the image both gestures to the fate 

of exposed children and condemns the parenting choices of their mothers.114 

 

 

Conclusion 

In responding to the charges of incest and cannibalism, a number of early Christian 

writers appealed to the idea that Christians could not be guilty of such crimes when they 

would not engage in more socially acceptable practices like adultery and infant exposure. The 

recourse to infant exposure was not accidental; it both addressed unspoken assumptions about 
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the origins of children used in these supposed rituals, and also formed the basis for a sharp 

critique of Roman morality. Infant exposure threatened everyone with the taboo crimes of 

cannibalism and incest. Christians were not immune to these concerns: in discussions of the 

resurrection of the body the reassembly of those who had become cannibals by proxy was a 

sincere but not unsolvable problem.  

This is not to say that the Christian rejection of infant exposure was not grounded in 

profound ethical concerns– of course they were – but rather to suggest that in grouping 

exposure with infanticide and human sacrifice the apologists were also doing something 

extraordinary. They were uniting, in various configurations, the morally ambiguous yet 

socially entrenched practice of exposure with barbarizing taboos like incest and cannibalism. 

As a defense against obscene accusations, their  rejection of infant exposure gave Christians 

the moral high ground: they could not be guilty of the charges because they refused to engage 

in the practice that might readily facilitate them. The alignment of cannibalism with infant 

exposure and the enjoyment of the spectacle of martyrdom further served to explain the 

punishment of those guilty of persecution and child-killing. The fate shared by the martyrs 

who fought in the arena and the infants exposed to the elements helped to draw the two sets 

of practices together in the early Christian imagination. Participants in either set of practices 

now became cannibals and those who facilitated their deaths were judged guilty of murder 

and persecution. As the category of cannibalism widened and calcified those guilty of 

persecution, exposure, and abortion could all expect to meet the same fate.  

The reorientation of exposure as a crime comparable to infanticide and persecution did 

not eliminate exposure, but rather focussed attention on those who raised foundlings. The 

Latin Vision of Ezra not only condemns those who killed their children but also those who 

“did not give their breasts to orphans,” radically reshaping the moral obligations of women 

even to parentless children.115 Constantine’s legislation shifts legal rights from biological 
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parents to those who rescued them.116 Even those who intended to raise rescued children as 

slaves are now fulfilling a morally and legally important role.117 Once removed from the 

context of apologetics, the reconfiguration of infant exposure has ramifications, that can only 

be grazed here, for ancient Christian constructions of motherhood, the moral status of 

nursing, and the broader status of children in late antiquity.118 This is not to say that 

apologetic discourse should be credited with this shift,  but rather that the rhetorical 

redescription of infant exposure, which emerges in the context of somewhat slanderous and 

frivolous accusations about Christian meetings, has substantive consequences for the broader 

ways in which Christians come to define the limits and responsibilities of parents. 
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